Abstract Previous studies have shown that motor sequencing skill can benefit from the reinstatement of the learning context-even with respect to features that are formally not required for appropriate task performance. The present study explored whether such context-dependence develops when sequence execution is fully memorybased-and thus no longer assisted by stimulus-response translations. Specifically, we aimed to distinguish between preparation and execution processes. Participants performed two keying sequences in a go/no-go version of the discrete sequence production task in which the context consisted of the color in which the target keys of a particular sequence were displayed. In a subsequent test phase, these colors either were the same as during practice, were reversed for the two sequences or were novel. Results showed that, irrespective of the amount of practice, performance across all key presses in the reversed context condition was impaired relative to performance in the same and novel contexts. This suggests that the online preparation and/or execution of single key presses of the sequence is context-dependent. We propose that a cognitive processor is responsible both for these online processes and for advance sequence preparation and that combined findings from the current and previous studies build toward the notion that the cognitive processor is highly sensitive to changes in context across the various roles that it performs.
Introduction
Over the last decades, various studies have explored context-dependence within the domain of (sequential) motor skill (e.g., Abrahamse and Verwey 2008; Anderson et al. 1998; Ruitenberg et al. 2012; Shea and Wright 1995; Wright and Shea 1991) . The notion of context-dependence-which originates from the literature on verbal memory (e.g., Eich 1980; Godden and Baddeley 1975; Smith 1985 )-holds that memory retrieval is better in the environment in which the memory trace was initially acquired as opposed to retrieval in a different environment. Hence, context refers to characteristics of the task setting that are not formally required for proper task execution, but that may become relevant with practice. In the current study, we further explored and extended the conclusions from a recent study in which we reported context-dependence for discrete sequencing skill (Ruitenberg et al. 2012) . Specifically, here (I) we set out to disentangle the potential context-dependence of preparation and execution phases in memory-based sequencing skill. Additionally, (II) we aimed to test the major account of context-dependence as a form of cue-facilitated memory retrieval (see Healy et al. 2005; Ruitenberg et al. 2012) . Finally, (III) we explored the role of the amount of practice as we previously showed this can modulate the extent to which sequencing skill is context dependent (Ruitenberg et al. 2012) . We employed the discrete sequence production (DSP) task (e.g., Verwey 1999), as this task allows for the fast acquisition of sequencing skill, and we believe that keying sequences are well suited to study the underlying control processes of sequential skill. More specifically, we actually employed a go/no-go version of this task to have distinct preparation and execution phases (De Kleine and Van der Lubbe 2011).
In the DSP task, participants practice two fixed and discrete sequences of key presses by responding to series of key-specific stimuli. Initially, sequences are performed in a reaction mode as each stimulus has to be translated into the appropriate response (see Verwey et al. 2010) . With practice, performance gradually improves. At the skilled level, series of successive responses-represented by so-called motor chunks-are prepared and executed as if they were a single response; we call this the chunking mode (see Verwey and Abrahamse 2012; Verwey et al. 2010) . Indicative of such motor chunks is a relatively slow initiation (i.e., first key press) followed by very fast later key presses-sometimes with average RTs below 100 ms. With longer sequences, participants spontaneously develop multiple motor chunks that are concatenated during execution Kennerley et al. 2004; Park and Shea 2005; Sakai et al. 2003; Verwey et al. 2009; Verwey and Eikelboom 2003) . To better separate motor preparation and execution, De Kleine and Van der Lubbe (2011) introduced a go/no-go version of the DSP task. This version allows distinguishing between a preparation and an execution phase. All key-specific stimuli of a sequence are displayed at a fixed pace before execution is started in response to a go signal-the sequence thus has to be executed completely from memory. As such, participants cannot execute the sequence based on simple stimulusresponse (S-R) translations, like in the traditional DSP task, and this prompts optimal preparation: Only when preparation has been completed can execution of the prepared elements start. Memory-based sequencing skill is an important topic of research because it may come closer to daily life situations than the more stimulus-driven performance in the traditional DSP task.
According to the dual processor model (DPM; Verwey 2001), skilled sequence performance involves motor chunk selection (including retrieval from long-term memory) and motor buffer loading by a cognitive processor. This preparation phase-which may be called advance preparation because it involves preparation of multiple key presses before sequence execution starts-is then followed by the fast execution of the motor buffer content by a dedicated motor processor (i.e., execution phase). So, the cognitive processor is responsible for top-down, intentional control, whereas the motor processor is autonomous and dedicated to reading and executing elements from the motor buffer. Moreover, it has been tentatively proposed that during the execution phase, the cognitive processor can support the motor processor in producing the sequence elements by means of direct S-R translations (Verwey 2001 (Verwey , 2003b . The relatively fast motor processor can thus possibly be supported by the cognitive processor (i.e., statistical facilitation; see, e.g., Verwey 2001), so that the fastest possible responses are generated. This online S-R translation process also involves preparation related to triggering each individual response. We refer to this as online preparation because it occurs during sequence execution. Importantly for current purposes, we emphasize that such S-R translations do not occur during the execution phase in the go/nogo DSP task because the stimuli are all presented beforehand. In a go/no-go DSP task, then, one would expect the cognitive processor to be involved merely in advance preparation. Klapp (1995) proposed a related model of motor preparation that is based on the work of Sternberg et al. (1978) . Specifically, Klapp proposes that the so-called INT process selects and prepares the individual elements (involving either a single response or an entire chunk) that have to be executed and loads these into the motor buffer, and the SEQ process places these elements in the correct order. The INT and SEQ processes can be strongly related to the functions of the cognitive processor in the DPM. In a next step, the content of the buffer is read and executed by what the DPM refers to as a motor processor.
Both the DPM and Klapp's model-arguably the major models of discrete sequencing skill-follow the logic of traditional stage models of information processing in that the relevant action sequence is selected based on the sensory input through a simple ''decision moment'' (i.e., sequence selection by the cognitive processor), after which follow motor preparation (e.g., buffer loading by the cognitive processor) and execution (through a motor processor). If we assume that context effects require a link from perception to action, it follows that motor processor efforts are not sensitive to context. Context effects would then be constrained to the operations carried out by the cognitive processor. In the DSP task, this would entail advance preparation processes, and then in particular the decision moment at which sequence selection takes place on the basis of the (first) imperative stimulus; buffer loading processes could be assumed to be unaffected by perceptual processes within the context of traditional processing stages. Indeed, Magnuson et al. (2004) provided some initial support for the notion that the search and retrieval processes used as part of response selection (especially Klapp's SEQ process) are facilitated by the reinstatement of the learning context. Besides advance preparation, one could envisage also that the cognitive processor's online S-R translations-when possible-are susceptible to changes in context. So, context-dependence should be reflected in tasks in which the cognitive processor is involved.
Research with the DSP task shows that-in line with various models on sequence production in general-preparation and execution are distinct processes (e.g., Verwey 1995 Verwey , 1999 Verwey et al. 2010) . Within the context of the DSP task, this has resulted in the notion that (advance) preparation processes are most clearly involved at sequence initiation-reflected in the first response time (T 1 ) of the sequence. In addition, it has been shown that with longer discrete sequences (around 5-8 elements), one of the key presses after the first (depending on the participant) has a relatively long response time. This relatively slow response is thought to reflect the transition between successive motor chunks (i.e., concatenation, T C ). It is assumed to include additional preparation processes by the cognitive processor (e.g., Kennerley et al. 2004; Verwey et al. 2010) . Hence, T 1 and T C are assumed to reflect predominantly advance preparation, while all other response times reflect online preparation and execution processes. With respect to the latter, in a go/no-go DSP task, these responses should merely reflect execution processes, because online contribution of the cognitive processer, in terms of S-R translations, is prevented. A strong prediction, then, is that context-dependence of the cognitive processor results in prolonged T 1 and T C , whereas other response times are unaffected. Nevertheless, previous studies did not explicitly consider this prediction. Studies by Wright and colleagues, for example, did not clearly compare effects on T 1 and T C with other response times (Anderson et al. 1998; Magnuson et al. 2004; Wright and Shea 1991) . The study by Ruitenberg et al. (2012) could not zoom in on especially the preparation phase because the context manipulation involved the presentation of both a relevant and an irrelevant stimulus, due to which responses to the first stimulus involved not just sequence preparation but also a visual search procedure to determine the stimulus to respond to.
The present study
In the present study, we extended previous research on context-dependent memory-based sequencing skill. Specifically, we attempted to distinguish between contextual dependencies of the (advance) preparation phase versus the execution phase to further contribute to the literature on context-dependent sequencing skill. To disentangle these phases, we employed the go/no-go version of the DSP task. Participants practiced two 6-key sequences by first observing the six key-specific position stimuli that were presented in succession. After a short interval, a go or no-go signal was presented, respectively, cueing the participant to execute the sequence in the correct order or to withhold from responding. Importantly, for each of these two sequences, the key-specific stimuli were presented in a specific color. This color constituted the context.
In the ensuing test phase, performance was tested in three conditions. The same context condition involved the same stimulus colors as during practice for each of the two sequences. In the reversed context condition, we switched the colors used for the key-specific stimuli of the two sequences (cf., Abrahamse and Verwey 2008; Anderson et al. 1998; Wright and Shea 1991; Wright et al. 1996) . Comparing these two conditions allows exploration of contextual dependencies. Context-dependent advance preparation by the cognitive processor would be reflected in effects of context change on the response time to T 1 and T C . Conversely, context-dependent online preparation and/or execution processes would be assumed to result in comparable effects across all key presses. We predict that context change will predominantly affect T 1 and T C (in line with Magnuson et al. 2004 ), as execution is here assumed to be entirely driven by the motor processor (since no stimuli are available during execution to allow the cognitive processor to join the race)-which is assumed to function independently of perceptual input.
We also included a novel context condition in which both sequences were indicated by key-specific stimuli presented in the same, new, color. Several researchers have argued that contextual dependencies are mainly related to a facilitation of memory retrieval when cued by context features (e.g., Healy et al. 2005; Wright and Shea 1991) . Impaired performance after a change of context, then, is explained by the notion that the context can no longer serve as a cue for memory retrieval. However, the potential observation in the current study of impaired performance after a switch of context may be explained also by the notion that the alternative sequence is primed by the color and needs to be inhibited. Shea and Wright (1995) suggested that a reversed context primes activation of the wrong sequence information, so that selection of the correct responses is hindered and performance decreases. This would imply that performance suffers only following context reversal (i.e., inhibition is required) and not when a novel context is introduced (i.e., inhibition is not required). To experimentally distinguish the reduced facilitation and the inhibition explanations, we compared the same context condition with both the reversed and novel context conditions.
Finally, Ruitenberg et al. (2012) showed that the amount of practice may play an important role in context-dependence. They observed that when a fixed pairing of relevant and irrelevant stimuli from the training phase was changed in the test phase (i.e., irrelevant stimuli were presented at another position than during training), performance dropped. Interestingly, this context-dependence was only observed with relatively little practice, and not with more extensive practice. To examine whether this effect of practice holds for the go/no-go version of the DSP task as well, we here manipulated the amount of practice, too. Although it has been suggested that the context-dependence of preparation processes will increase with practice, as the association between context features and a sequence representation may strengthen with practice (e.g., Healy et al. 2005; Wright and Shea 1991) , we predict that context-dependence reduces with more extensive practice as stimuli in the go/no-go DSP task may be decreasingly processed since the first stimulus suffices for proper sequence preparation (cf. Ruitenberg et al. 2012) .
Overall, our central aim was to test the assumption that, in memory-based sequencing skill, advance preparation by the cognitive processor is the process in sequence skill that is sensitive to (task-irrelevant) perceptual changes in the initial learning context-in this case changing the task-irrelevant color of the stimuli. This assumption predicts effects of context mainly on T 1 and T C . Additionally, we explored whether context effects are caused by reduced facilitation of information retrieval or by inhibition of associated information, and whether context-dependence reduces with practice.
Method

Participants
Participants in this study were 48 students (19 male and 29 female) of the University of Twente and the University of Münster. Their mean age was 22 years, ranging from 19 to 27 year. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the Faculty of Behavioral Sciences of the University of Twente. Apparatus E-PrimeÓ 2.0 was used for stimulus presentation and data registration. The program ran on a Pentium IV class PC. Stimuli were presented on a 17 inch Philips 107 T5 display.
Task and procedure
Participants placed their index and middle fingers of both hands on the c, v, b and n keys of a computer keyboard. A fixation cross was presented in the center of the screen, along with four horizontally aligned squares (Fig. 1) . The four stimulus squares spatially corresponded with the alignment of the four response keys. The squares and the fixation cross were drawn with a silver color line on a black background. After 1,000 ms, one square was filled for 750 ms, next a second square and so on until the sixth square had been filled. The default screen then reappeared for 1,500 ms. Next, the fixation cross was colored either red or blue. The red fixation cross was presented for 3,000 ms and indicated that sequence execution had to be withheld (a no-go trial 1 ), whereas the blue fixation cross, presented for 100 ms, indicated that participants had to repeat the presented sequence by pressing the appropriate keys in the correct order (a go trial). Participants were instructed to respond as fast and accurately as possible. An error message appeared when a participant reacted before the go/no-go signal. In addition, feedback was provided upon completion of a response sequence to indicate whether errors had been made. After each completed sequence, the default screen would appear for 1,000 ms before the first stimulus of the next sequence was presented.
Participants practiced two 6-key sequences during the practice phase, which were presented in random order. In order to prevent finger-specific effects on individual response times, we created four versions of each sequence, namely ncbvbc, bnvcvn, vbcncb, cvnbnv and cbvnbc, vnbcnv, bcnvcb and nvcbvn. The two sequences that a participant practiced never started with the same key press. During practice, one sequence was always presented in blue while the other one was always presented in yellow (colors were counterbalanced over sequences). A practice block consisted of 100 go and 20 no-go trials, and the two Fig. 1 An overview of stimulus presentation in the go/no-go DSP task. Key-specific cues were presented for 750 ms. After a 1,500-ms preparation interval, a go or no-go signal was presented. In case of a go signal, the ? turned blue, while in case of a no-go signal it turned red (color figure online) sequences were presented in random order. Participants in the limited practice condition completed one block (50 trials per sequence), whereas participants in the extended practice condition completed five blocks (250 trials per sequence). There were a short 30-s break halfway through each block and a 2-min break at the end of each block.
During the test phase, which followed the practice phase after a 2-min break, participants performed the sequences in one of three context conditions. In the same context condition, the sequences were presented in the same colors as during the practice phase. In the reversed context condition, the sequence that was formerly presented in blue was now presented in yellow, and vice versa. In the novel context condition, the learned sequences both were presented in red. Each test block comprised ten go and two no-go trials. As in the practice blocks, sequences were presented randomly.
Finally, participants were asked to complete a questionnaire that measured their awareness of the sequences. Participants were asked to write down both of the sequences they had performed during the experiment (recall test). Then, they were asked to identify (by choosing from twelve alternatives) their two learned sequences (recognition test).
Results
Response time (RT) was defined as the time between onset of the go signal and depression of the first key and as the time between the onsets of two consecutive key presses within a sequence. RTs of sequences in which erroneous key presses were made were discarded from the analyses below. We calculated mean RTs per key press within the sequence for each participant. RTs exceeding the group mean by more than three standard deviations were replaced by the respective group mean (this affected 1 % of the data). Including the actual color of the sequence as a variable in the analyses did not have any main or interaction effects, all ps [ .15. Therefore, this variable was excluded from the analyses below.
Practice phase
For the limited practice group, we performed a mixed factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) on RTs with Key position within the sequence (6; hereafter referred to as Key) as repeated measure and Test condition (3; same vs. reversed vs. new) as between-subject variable. Results showed that some key presses were executed faster than others, F(5,105) = 40.33, p \ .001, which can be attributed to the relatively slow first key press as compared to ensuing key presses (see Fig. 2) ; the RT on key 1 reflects a reaction to the go signal and thus initiation of the sequence, whereas RTs on other keys reflect responses based on sequence knowledge. There were no other significant effects, ps [ .17.
For the extended practice group, a mixed ANOVA was performed with Block (5) and Key (6) as repeated measures and Test condition (3) as between-subject variable. Figure 2 shows that mean RTs decreased across the practice blocks, F(4,80) = 142.14, p \ .001. As in the limited practice group, some key presses were executed faster than others, F(5,100) = 54.61, p \ .001. As explained above, this can be attributed to the relatively slow responses on the first key press as compared to the ensuing key presses. A Block 9 Key interaction suggested that there was more improvement in some keys across blocks, F(20,400) = 5.43, p \ .001. The sixth key press improved less between block 1 and 2 (79 ms) than any of the other key presses (M = 167 ms), ps \ .05. While RTs still improved across blocks 3 to 5, F(2,42) = 5.73, p \ .05, the improvement was similar for all keys, p = .19. There were no main or interaction effects of Test condition, ps [ .18.
A mixed ANOVA on RTs in the first practice block with Key (6) as repeated measure and Practice group (2; limited vs. extended) and Test condition (3) as between-subject variables only showed an effect of Key, F(5,205) = 76.16, p \ .001. This was attributable to the relatively slow first key press as compared to the ensuing key presses. There were no main or interaction effects of Practice group, ps [ .44, suggesting that performance of the practice groups on the first block did not differ. Results showed no other effects, ps [ .34. Finally, we analyzed the percentage of correctly executed key presses (PC) by using mixed ANOVAs including the same variables as described above. For the limited practice group, PC of the key presses ranged from 80 % (key 5) to 91 % (key 1), F(5,105) = 10.79, p \ .001. For the extended practice group, results showed a similar pattern across the practice groups, with PC ranging from 92 % (key 5) to 97 % (key 1), F(5,100) = 21.38, p \ .001. Mean PC improved strongly between the first and second practice blocks (89 % vs. 96 %) and remained stable during the ensuing blocks, F(4,80) = 22.33, p \ .001. A Block 9 Key interaction suggested that the improvement in accuracy across blocks differed for the various key presses, F(20,400) = 5.29, p \ .01. This can be attributed to the fact that key 5 had to be improved more than the other keys to reach the 96 % PC, as its accuracy in the first practice block was lower compared with that of the other keys. Possibly, the first four elements of the sequence could be memorized relatively easy, given that people on average can hold three or four sequence elements in their working memory , resulting in relatively high accuracy. The high accuracy on the sixth key press can be explained in terms of a recency effect: Participants well remembered the last stimulus they had seen before the preparation interval, causing their response to be relatively accurate. There was no such mechanism for the fifth key press, so that it was initially the most difficult to memorize and thus had the lowest accuracy.
Test phase
We analyzed participants' performance in the three context conditions via a mixed ANOVA on RTs with Key (6) as repeated measure and Practice group (2) and Test condition (3) as between-subject variables. Results indicated that some key presses were executed faster than others, F(5,210) = 90.32, p \ .001, which is due to the longer RT on key 1 as compared to other keys (as in the practice phase). RTs were shorter after extended than after limited practice (211 ms vs. 315 ms), F(1,42) = 20.95, p \ .001. However, a Key 9 Practice group interaction suggested that this beneficial effect of practice differed for the two practice groups, F(5,210) = 3.10, p \ .05. Post hoc ANOVAs confirmed that RTs of all key presses were shorter after extended than limited practiced, Fs [ 4.94, ps \ .05, but that the first and fourth key presses showed the greatest difference (183, 69, 111, 175, 71 and 53 ms, respectively, for keys 1-6). Indeed, when repeating the aforementioned ANOVA without keys 1 and 4, results no longer showed the interaction, p = .11.
Most importantly, results showed that performance in the various test conditions differed, F(2,42) = 3.88, p \ .05 (see Fig. 3 ). Planned comparisons indicated that RTs were longer in the reversed context condition (308 ms) compared with both the same context condition (242 ms) and the novel context condition (240 ms), ps \ .05. RTs in the same and novel context test conditions did not differ, p = .95. The ANOVA showed no significant interaction between Test condition and Practice group, p = .85, suggesting that performance differences between the test conditions were not moderated by the amount of practice. Furthermore, there was no interaction between Test condition and Key, indicating that all key presses were slowed equally in the reversed context condition, p = .43. There were no other interaction effects, ps [ .51.
As averaging RTs across participants may conceal individual differences in chunking patterns (see, e.g., Verwey 2003a; Verwey et al. 2009; Verwey and Eikelboom 2003) , this may consequently mask potential differential effects of context on motor chunk preparation and execution. Therefore, we performed an additional analysis in which we differentiated between these two phases of a motor chunk. The first key press of each sequence was assumed to reflect preparation of the first chunk and was thus defined as a preparation point (i.e., T 1 ). To determine whether for a specific participant other preparation points (T C ) had developed within the sequences, we ran one-tailed paired t tests (p \ .05) on RTs of the third, fourth and fifth key press of each sequence to evaluate whether each element was significantly longer than both its preceding and succeeding key presses (cf. Kennerley et al. 2004) . The second and sixth key presses were not evaluated as such, because we assume that the second key press of a sequence is always included in the first chunk and that the sixth key press is always within the last chunk. As chunking patterns may be different for the two sequences that a participant performed, we analyzed these sequences separately. This procedure yielded additional preparation points (i.e., T C ) for 23 participants, indicating that they segmented one or both sequences. RTs of the first key press and RTs of key presses that were classified as being significantly slower than its adjacent key presses were averaged to compute the mean preparation RT per participant per sequence. The RTs of the remaining key presses were averaged to compute the mean execution RT. The RTs were subjected to a mixed ANOVA with Process (2; preparation vs. execution) and Sequence (2) as repeated measures and Practice group (2) and Test condition (3) as between-subject variables. Results showed that preparation was not differently affected by the context manipulations than execution, p = .80.
Finally, in order to test whether there were differences between the test conditions in terms of accuracy, we calculated the percentage of correctly executed key presses (PC). The mean PC across the test blocks was 94 %. A mixed ANOVA on PC with Key (6), Practice group (2) and Test condition (3) showed a Key 9 Practice interaction, F(5,210) = 2.86, p \ .05. Compared with the extended practice group, participants in the limited practice group were more accurate on keys 1-5, but less on key 6. This can be explained in terms of a recency effect: Participants in the limited practice group well remembered the last stimulus they had seen before the preparation interval, causing the final response to be most accurate. This effect did not occur with more practice, as participants could then use their sequence knowledge for execution instead of having to remember each individual stimulus. There were no other significant main or interaction effects, ps [ .08.
Awareness
To examine participants' awareness of the sequences, we determined the number of correctly recalled and recognized sequences for every participant. With respect to recall, results of the awareness questionnaire showed that 16 participants (67 %) in the limited practice group and 22 participants (92 %) in the extended practice group correctly reproduced both learned sequences. Six participants (25 %) in the limited and 2 (8 %) in the extended practice group recalled one sequence. A total of 17 participants (71 %) in the limited practice group correctly recognized both their sequences, as compared to 23 participants (96 %) in the extended practice group. Six participants (25 %) in the limited and one participant (4 %) in the extended practice group recognized one of their sequences. Both recall and recognition were better after extended practice than after limited practice, v 2 s (df = 1) [ 4.56, ps \ .05. Recall and recognition performance correlated with mean sequence execution time in the test phase, rs \ -.30, ps \ .05, indicating that participants with more awareness were faster at executing their sequences.
Discussion
The present study explored the potential development of context-dependence for advance sequence preparation and execution processes in memory-based sequencing skill. Specifically, in a go/no-go DSP task, we studied the effects on performance of reversed context and novel context manipulations and examined whether these effects would be mediated by practice. The results showed (I) that performance across all key presses was more or less equally impaired when the stimulus color was reversed during testing, which confirms context-dependence but contrasts with our hypothesis that only the first key presses of a motor chunk-that is, T 1 and T C -would be affected (cf. Magnuson et al. 2004 ). Moreover, we observed (II) that sequencing performance was unaffected in the novel relative to the same context condition, which supports the inhibition hypothesis. Finally, (III) the effect of reversing the stimulus color was independent of the amount of practice. Although inspection of performance impairment upon a context reversal showed that RTs were slowed more in the limited practice group than in the extended practice group (107 vs. 57 ms), this difference was not significant and the present results thus do not provide a clear insight into the role of practice. The idea that stimuli are decreasingly processed with practice-which is a typical observation in discrete sequence learning-because subjects more and more only require the first stimulus for proper preparation (e.g., Verwey 2010; Verwey et al. 2010; Verwey et al. 2011) , predicts that context-dependence decreases and thus this inspires further testing in a study with enhanced power. Below, we discuss in more detail our major findings regarding the mechanism underlying context effects and its impact on (advance) preparation and execution processes.
The mechanism underlying context effects
In line with the study by Ruitenberg et al. (2012) , we examined whether context-dependence could be explained in terms of facilitation of memory retrieval by reinstatement of the learning context (cf. Healy et al. 2005; Wright and Shea 1991) . Whereas we observed that sequencing performance was significantly impaired when contexts were reversed, sequencing performance in the novel context did not differ from performance in the learning context. This is not in line with the reinstatement hypothesis and rather suggests that interference between the two sequence representations during preparation is causing the here-observed context effect. Such an account of contextdependence in terms of interference has already been forwarded before by Shea and Wright (1995) . They proposed that a switched context activates the alternative task (here; alternative sequence), which in turn inhibits activation of the correct task (sequence) and results in slower responses. The present study confirms this proposition and additionally replicated earlier findings that context effects in the DSP task arise only when the context yields interference (cf. Ruitenberg et al. 2012) .
Context effects in the preparation versus execution phase
We observed that interference during the preparation phase due to a context reversal resulted in impaired performance across all key presses of the sequence. This result is surprising in the light of the (above discussed) previous research and existing models on discrete sequencing skill, which would have predicted that only T 1 and T C will be affected in a memory-based sequence task. We believe we have two findings to explain: first, why was the preparation phase not more sensitive to a context reversal than the execution phase and, second, why was the execution phase-thought to include merely motoric processes in the go/no-go DSP task-context dependent to begin with?
The first observation that T 1 and T C were not slowed more than later response times from the execution phase suggests that advance preparation did not suffer from a change in context. This may imply that advance preparation is not typically context dependent. However, as this would contradict previous studies (e.g., Magnuson et al. 2004) , we believe that an alternative explanation should be considered. With regard to T 1 , the time interval that we employed between the (first) moment of context presentation and sequence execution may be important. Magnuson et al. (2004) used 4-element sequences and observed that the time needed for sequence selection increased to about 3,000-3,500 ms upon a context reversal. In the current study, however, the total interval from presentation of the first stimulus to presentation of the go signal amounted to 6,000 ms. Hence, sufficient time may have been available for advance preparation to be performed optimally, even in the face of an unfavorable context.
With regard to T C , we expected indications of contextdependence, too, as the DPM states that the cognitive processor is involved in the transition between motor chunks. However, Verwey et al. (2010) recently observed that this transition was relatively unaffected by a dual task, and suggested it may not involve preparatory process controlled by the cognitive processor, but instead may be an automated process (possibly controlled by a dedicated concatenation processor). It may be, then, that this particular process is not sensitive to contextual changes, thereby explaining the absence of indications for context-dependence at T C .
Though very interesting, the second observation of context-dependence in the execution phase is harder to explain, and for now we can only speculate on its account. As noted above, both the DPM and Klapp's model assume that in the current memory-based design responses after the first (with the possible exception of T C ) are executed by a motor processor-using the content of the motor buffer. Anything that adversely affects and thus delays these advance preparation processes would be predicted to only slow the first key press of a motor chunk 2 -whether it is a perceptual conflict arising from mismatch between the stimulus location(s) and stimulus color, a surprise resulting from a state prediction error related to the anticipated and actual color of the stimulus, or interference with preparation of the opposite sequence that needs be overcome. So, what then caused the slowing across all key presses in the reversed context condition?
In the introduction, we described the preparation and execution phases in a go/no-go DSP task as two distinct and relatively process-pure phases, respectively, involving advance preparation processes by the cognitive processor and execution processes by the motor processor. However, if we maintain our central assumption that contextual changes impact performance of the cognitive processor rather than of the motor processor (as the latter is assumed to be merely involved in motoric execution processes), our results suggest that the cognitive processor was involved also in the execution phase. The major task attributed to the cognitive processor in sequencing skill is advance preparation (i.e., sequence selection and buffer loading). Yet, it has been proposed that in traditional DSP tasks-with continued display of key-specific stimuli-the cognitive processor may contribute to performance online by serving as a direct S-R translator that races with the motor processor (Verwey 2001) . In the go/no-go DSP task, where there are no stimuli presented during sequence execution, such S-R translations are clearly not possible. However, during memory-based execution, the cognitive processor possibly contributes to performance online in a different way, namely by explicitly and intentionally triggering single key presses on the basis of the memory trace(s) held in short-and/or long-term memory.
3 This could provide a first explanation for the current results: Whenever a shortterm memory trace is created during a trial in the reversed context condition, this conflicts with an existing long-term memory trace (e.g., motor chunks or explicit knowledge developed during the practice phase) and impairs the performance of the cognitive processor (cf. Botvinick et al. 2001 ) so that it no longer races with the motor processor. Consequently, performance across all key presses is slowed. Such interference did not occur in the novel context condition, as the short-term and long-term memory traces did not prime alternative sequences.
The current observation that sequence awareness was high relative to typical DSP studies (hence, without the go/no-go inclusion) fits the idea that the cognitive processor uses long-term memory traces. For example, 46 % of the participants in the Verwey et al.'s (2010) study recalled their sequences, compared with 79 % of the participants in the present study. Such explicit sequence knowledge is assumed to be used by the cognitive processor for triggering individual responses . Indeed, the present data show for the first time that sequence awareness was correlated with sequence execution time when no stimuli are presented during actual execution of the sequence. The idea that the cognitive processor may actively use perceptual-motor memory traces could explain this finding. This interesting but speculative notion should be tested further in future research.
Second, we might speculate also that the context effect on the cognitive processor impaired sequencing performance in a less direct manner-that is, by affecting the quality of the motor buffer content. Specifically, it is possible that the content of the motor buffer is of a poorer quality in the reversed context condition because the change of context somehow affected motor buffer loading by the cognitive processor. This would explain the effect across all key presses as observed here, and imply that loading of the motor buffer is not an all-or-none process.
Third, one may argue that the reversed context condition (and the interference that it produced) created some kind of general mind set in the participants which caused them to respond in a more controlled-and thus slower-manner (see for such a suggestion also Abrahamse and Verwey 2008) . However, Verwey (1999) performed a study in which participants learned entire discrete sequences based on associated numbers (e.g., the number 2 indicated that a certain sequence had to be performed). When in a test phase the number-sequence mapping was reversedessentially creating a similar kind of conflict as in the current study-execution of the first key press, but not later key presses, in the sequence was slowed. This suggests that such a general slowing does not typically occur for sequence production tasks.
Finally, one may argue that the above, speculative explanations are especially appropriate for the extended practice group, as there exists an alternative-and simplerexplanation for the limited practice group. Specifically, it may be that performance is improving substantially in the same context condition for the latter group, as if it were further practice, because performance is far from having reached asymptote after the first and only practice block. 4 From this notion, the relatively poor performance in the reversed context condition can be explained by claiming that the context reversal (but not the novel context) prevented the effective continuation of practice in this block. In the end, however, this explanation is less parsimonious than the above, because still the arguments above are needed to explain the effect in the extended practice condition.
Conclusions
The present study demonstrated that memory-based sequencing performance was impaired when associated context-colors were reversed, but unaffected when sequences were presented in a new color. This provides further evidence for the notion of context-dependent sequence skill in general. We propose that contextual changes either affected the online contribution of the cognitive processor during sequence execution, or yielded a reduced quality of advance sequence preparation. Overall, the current results shed new light on the production of skilled, discrete keying sequences by indicating a(n) (even more) substantial role for the cognitive processor in memory-based sequencing skill than previously thought-extending beyond advance preparation and contributing to execution by triggering responses based on key-specific stimuli. Moreover, in combination with the findings from previous studies, the current study suggests that the cognitive processor is susceptible to changes in context for both its advance (e.g., Magnuson et al. 2004 ) and online (this study) contributions.
